EDITORIAL

Here's another fine issue of E# I hope!). This issue features the
fantastic artwork of Willie Peppers (pencils) and Rick McCollum (inker).
Even Rick said he thought this was some of Willie's best work ever, and
I hope you agree. Again written by Matthew Bucher.

Next issue will have artwork by McCollum/Anderson and features
"sorcerer!"

E#13 will not be penciled by Steve Brooks as planned. Steve de-
cided he didn't want to do it, so Willie Peppers and Rick McCollum will
be the pencilers. This will definitely be a special book!

Ebonstar/Dark Knight #1

Out now for only 50¢ ppd... EBONSTAR/DARK KNIGHT #1
featuring the talents of Steve and Linda Addlesee,
Rick McCollum, Roy Cortez, and plot assistance by
Matt Bucher. Ebonstar and Dark Knight are the
newest heroes around, and does miss them in this
special one-shot production. Guest stars include
Omniman and Rage as they all join forces to battle
the evil forces of the mob! One of the greatest
character team-ups in a long time... just send 50¢
to Matt Bucher/2550 Windgate Road/Bethel Park, PA
15102
MOMENTS LATER, UNDER A NEW DISGUISE, DARZAK STANDS ONCE MORE UPON A WITHERED TABLE. AGAIN, THE CROWD STirs.

I HAVE RETURNED!
HAVE YOU CONSIDERED MY WORDS? WILL YOU, AND ME IN THE BATTLE THAT IS INEVITABLE?

THE CROWD COLAPSES!

YES!
WE WILL JOIN YOU, MESSENGER!

DARZAK SMILES...
BE PREPARED THEN, AND SPREAD THE WORD! THE DAY IS COMING! --

GOOD JOB, SARAH.
Meanwhile, in the main defense building
in South Dakota...

You sure about this, Damien?

Of course.

You heard Aron. He wants the quart-
ron power supply cut.

The defense building is the most
logical place to look. Right?

Positive! --
Security has been tripled.
At this point no one could
even land on our air un-
officially...

...much less
get this far! --
you're safe.

Oh, really?

Maybe, but we've been here
an hour, and haven't seen a
blasted... oomph!

Father!

Lord Klarn!

Good! Let's see what the
starslayer's next
move is now!

Nuuu! Whew! That was close!
We must have made it just
before they tightened sec-
urity.

Quiet. Someone's coming!
Stick in here!

Are you positive, treks?

And, three minutes later...

The defense panel has to be
here somewhere!
OUT IN SPACE, THE TRIO ARE SUCCEEDING IN THEIR OWN QUEST.

WE HAVE NOW CONFIRMED FOUR PLANETS THAT WILL AID US WHEN THE WAR BEGINS.

BUT TO SUCCEED, WE’LL NEED MORE!

THE PLAN IS A GOOD ONE, ARGON! ENLISTING THE AID OF OTHER PLANES TO HELP IN THE REBELLION!

WONDER!

ARGH!!

CHUD!

MAKE THIS FAST!

AND, WHERE IS ARROW AND THE OTHER STARSLAYERS?—

D’TER!

IT HAS BEEN A LONG TIME, MY FRIEND!

ARGON!

ARGON!

THEY’re OUT AND THERE’S PARIS PANEL—but NOW WHAT?

WE CAN’T DO ANYTHING UNTIL ARGON SENDS HIS ORDER!

MOMENTS LATER ON TROZ, ARGON, NOMAD, AND BLACK MERCY AROUSE THE ATTENTIONS OF PASSERS-BY.
I heard you were banished...

I will be blunt. I am staging a rebellion on Qwar and I would appreciate your help.

AHH, MY FRIEND. ARCON. MY PLANET HAS BEEN AT PEACE FOR A LONG TIME.

But you are my friend. You will have my help, and hopefully the people of Toz can help you overthrow the Quarrons.

Thank you, Ditter.

You will receive word when the rebellion begins.

Farewell.

The total is now five. Perhaps we will live to see the Quarrons a...

We've heard of the way you plan, and you must...

And, unexpectedly...

Don't!

Nomad is dead!

You don't understand...

Stop, warlords! You'll provoke your war no longer! A

Who?

Recognize them. They are Solan and the Surens.

That's correct.

And, unexpectedly...

Don't!

Nomad is dead!

I... I thought he was attacking you...

Render, what have you done?

So I bolted him! Is he alright?

Next issue: "Where Nomad Has Gone Before!"
NEXT:

YOU'RE IN MY LAND NOW, HERO!

SORCERER!